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Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, Fukushima: for the third time, a
nuclear power plant suffered a serious accident, precipitating a
global review of the way to govern nuclear safety and security.
From these accidents, the international community must learn
in order to improve international co-operation, both in terms
of crisis management and prevention of risks. IJNSS provides
an invaluable opportunity to exchange information on the
implications of safe and secure operation of nuclear power
plants and approaches taken by countries worldwide.
Topics covered include:
• Strategic, managerial, organisational issues;
TQM and environmental management
• Macroeconomics, nuclear economics and
business
• Technological advances, issues, innovation,
hazards; role of ICTs
• Analysis/assessment methodologies,
performance measurement
• Governance, policy strategy, assessment,
review
• National/international environmental
protection policy; ecosystem research
• Ecological/environmental impacts; risk
assessment/legal aspects of pollution
• Waste disposal strategies; clean
technologies
• Energy security and risk assessment; policy,
standards and regulations
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• Critical infrastructures design, protection,
management
• Risk assessment, control, characterisation,
perception, communications, models
• Integrated risk assessment and safety
management
• Nuclear systems management, transport,
resource development, power quality
• Public policy, regulations, governance and
nuclear use; public attitudes
• Knowledge-based policies and education;
knowledge transfer
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